An algorithm for vertex-coloring graphs is said to be online if each vertex is irrevocably assigned a color before any later vertices are considered. We show that such algorithms are inherently ineffective. The performance ratio of any such algorithm can be no better than Q(n/ logz n), even for randomized algorithms against oblivious adversary.
1 Introduction.
1.1
On-line Computation.
An on-line algorithm answers a sequence of requests under the following, informally specified constraints: A request must be answered before the next request is made.
The number and ordering of the requests is unknown.
Each answer is irrevocable.
No information about future requests is available.
The requests can be assumed to originate from an all-knowing adversary. Once the questioning is over, the answers are compared to the answers given by an optimal off-line algorithm, and the algorithm is ranked by the c<quality" of his answers relative to an optimal off-line answer sequence.
There are several important reasons for studying on-line computation. The most commonly cited reason is that it corresponds naturally to the real world: time is uni-directional, past events can not be taken back, the future is uncertain, and Murphy is king. Another reason is that on-line algorithms complement nicely many wellstudied algorithmic frameworks, such as real-time computation, incremental/dynamic algorithms, prefix SOIUtions of discrete structures, highly recursive computation, and single pass, greedy, and first-fit algorithms.
A third reason, and one of great interest to us, is that on-line computation forms an elegant framework for analyzing algorithms with incomplete information or access to the input. Given our difficulties with understanding the power of polynomial-time computability, it may be worthwhile to study the limitations of classes of algorithms defined by their limited use of other resources.
1.2
Graph Coloring.
In this paper, we concern ourselves with the problem of on-line coloring graphs. The problem of coioring a graph is that of assigning the vertices to as few bins possible such that the vertices in each are nonadjacent.
In the on-line version of this problem a vertex is given along with its edges to the previous vertices; the algorithm may use as much time as it needs but must irrevocably assign the vertex to a bin before proceeding to the next vertex. The performance ratio of an algorithm is the maximum ratio of the number of bins used to the chromatic number (the minimum number of colors required), ranging over all input graphs. This problem has been much studied, particularly for specific classes of graphs [10, 4, 7] . Lov&sz, Saks, and Trotter [11] gave an algorithm for general graphs that obtains a performance ratio of O(n/ log* n), slightly improving the trivial bound. Vishwanathan [13] gave a randomized algorithm which, as improved in [5] , obtains a performance ratio of O(n/ log n) against an oblivious adversary. In this paper, we prove a n/ log2 n lower bound for deterministic on-line graph coloring, which holds within a constant factor for randomized algorithms. The previous best lower bounds known were Q(log n) for trees [1, 4, 11] , and fl(log~n) for k-colorable graphs, where k is fixed [13].
1.3
Variations to the on-line models.+
In the second half of the paper we consider how well algorithms perform if some of the restrictions of the online framework are relaxed.
If we look at some of the motivating applications for on-line algorithms, we see that none of the restrictions are always essential. (And, of course, if our motivation is analyzing as general class of algorithms as possible, we prefer doing without as many restrictions as possible.) The condition of "answer before next request" is a good example. The import ant factor of a real-time algorithm is to respond within a prescribed delay; such a delay may be sufficient to allow for '(lookahead", or viewing of a few of the next few requests. Also, any algorithm operating in a system with a two-level store can expect the input to appear in blocks, rather than singly. And a single-pass algorithm may have enough memory to keep a limited number of requests in a queue for later processing. This has been shown to be useful in a server problem with exursions [2] .
The "irrevocability" condition can also often be made more flexible.
It may be reasonable to expect decisions to be changed, as long as it doesn't happen too often and doesn't affect much. For the well-studied problem of bin-packing, constant amount of repacking per item has been shown to be of a provable advantage [3] . For that problem, a relaxation of the "unknown ordering" principle, namely if the input is sorted in a non-increasing order, has also produced a well-known improvement [8] .
We consider these variations in the case of the graph coloring problem, and show them all to be of limited or no value. We show that our lower bounds, even in the randomized case, hold within a constant factor even if the algorithm is given the advantage of logz n lookahead (or blocked input size, or input buffer size), allowed to reassign a constant fraction of the vertices new colors, and allowed to reorder the input based on vertex degrees. This is optimal in the sense that a greater lookahead/recoloring would trivialize the problem.
All of our results hold in a model that significantly restricts the power of the adversary.
The adversary must construct her own coloring on-line and reveal it after the algorithm answers. The results are optimal within that framework.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we define our "transparent" on-line model, and review the combinatorial implications from which the results follow naturally.
Section 3 contains the main results, the lower bounds for deterministic and randomized algorithms. Section 4 makes the optimalit y arguments, but focuses on the bounds for the various relaxed on-line models. Some ideas for further work are suggested in the end.
The Transparent
Framework.
Transparent on-line coloring is a combinatorial game between two-persons A and B.
The game is an undetermined number of request-answer-reply rounds 1,2,..., t,..., where round t is as in figure ? ?. implies f(vj ) # f(vt ). In the above, Adj(vt) is the adjacency list of Vt, restricted to the previous vertices. Player B corresponds to an algorithm, and player A an adversary. The algorithm colors with "bins" and the adversary with "colors" in order to easily distinguish the two. The game without the last step is the usual on-line coloring problem; we say that an adversary is "transparent" if it reveals its decisions following the algorithm.
The goal of the algorithm (adversary) is to minimize (maximize) the performance ratio, defined to be the maximum ratio of the number of bins used to the number of colors used, over all possible inputs.
2.1
Definitions.
Let Bj = {bl, b2,. . . . bm } denote the bins used by the algorithm at the beginning of round t. Each bin bj contains the vertices assigned to that bin, that is bj = {Vi : Bin(vi)
=~}. Define the hue of a bin to be the set of colors of the vertices in the bin. Namely,
The collection C't of hues is simply {IYue(bj) : bj c lilt}.
Let HUECOUNTt denote the sum of the sizes of the bin hues,~~eC, Ihl.
For a vertex V*, its hue Ilue(vt) is the set of colors that are not used by its neighbors.
Since adjacent vertices cannot be colored with the same color, the hue represents the choice of colors that the adversary has for that vertex.
We denote by n and k, the number of vertices and the chromatic number of the graph we will construct, respectively. While the on-line framework calls for these values to be a priori unknown to the algorithm, our arguments do not rely on their non-disclosure. Let [k] denote {1,2, . . . . k} and refer to the set of all colors.
2.2
Outline of the adversarial strategy.
We now place ourselves in the adversary's position. Our task is to decide on the adjacencies and the color of each vertex. We take care of the adjacencies by selecting a hue, or a set of colors, for the vertex. A vertex Vt will be non-adjacent to a previous vertex vi iff the color of vi is in the hue selected. The idea is that the hue reflects the set of possible colors we might assign the vertex v~; if we make the vertex adjacent to any previous node of a given color it doesn't hurt to make it adjacent to all nodes of that color. Our goal is to force the algorithm to use many bins while using only few colors ourselves. The means to that end is the HUECOUNT The denominator follows from the fact that the bin hue must be a subset of the vertex hue, or the bin would contain a vertex adjacent to the current vertex vt. Our objective will thus be to increase the HUE-COUNT, with every new vertex if possible. It will form the potential function that measures our progress: Notice that if the bin hue is a strict subset of the vertex hue, then the vertex can be assigned a color different from the other colors in that bin; i.e. a color that makes progress. Showing that this will happen frequently is our main task.
3 Main course.
3.1
Deterministic algorithm.
Given an algorithm, we construct a graph that forces the algorithm to use many bins. The construction is adaptive in that we base our decisions on the algorithm's previous bin assignment choices; this will make our task straightforward, given the discussion of previous section.
Let n = k/2. (~~z). We assume that we are currently starting round t, and describe our strategy for that round. 2n/log2 n (1 -o(l)).
Proof
As long as the number of vertices is less than k/2 . (k~2) there is always a k/2-set not found in any hue collection C. The vertex is adjacent to k/2 different colors, and the bin it is placed in cent ains fewer than k/2 colors (since its hue must be contained in, but not equal to, the vertex hue), hence there is a valid color that makes progress.
Since each vertex increases the number of colors in some bin, and each bin cent ains no more than k/2 colors, the algorithm must use at least~= (~~2) bins.
The number of colors used by the adversary is k, or log n (1 + o(l)), hence the performance ratio is at least
Randomized on-line algorithms can be evaluated in at least three different ways, depending on the power of the adversary in question. The weakest of these, the oblivious adversary, must construct the whole input in advance before feeding it to the algorithm. It is against this adversary that the algorithms of [13, 5] are successful. We show here how we can modify our construction to make it oblivious, yet still "transparent", while maintaining the same "hardness" within a constant factor.
Assume Random is a function that inputs a finite set, and selects one item with a uniform probability y, and let [k] denote {1, 2,..., k}. Let n = 2~14.
Hue(vt)=Random( [k])
Adj(vt)={vj : Coi(vj) @Hue(vt) and j < t}.
Col(v~)=Random( Hue(v* )) ADVERSARY STRATEGY: Oblivious Construction
Intuitively, we make progress if the color we randomly guessed is not contained in the bin chosen by the algorithm. The idea is that if all the bin hues contained in the given vertex hue are a constant fraction smaller than the vertex hue, then our random color makes progress with a fixed constant probability regardless of the algorithm's bin choice. The probability of success of a node is proportional to the ratio of the difference in the number of available colors ( l~ue(vt) 1) and the number of colors used by the bin it's placed into (] IZue(bj)l), to the number of available colors. By using a relatively small graph (2~14 nodes vs. p-o(l) in the deterministic case), we ensure that the bin hue collection remains relatively sparse. The key is thus to prove this distance property, from a randomly selected k/2-set corresponding toa vertex hue, to an arbitrary collection of no more than n = 2~14 sets. We show that the expected distance is large, andtheprobability ofa short distance is very low.
For a k/2-set p, and a collection G of subsets of In the above construction, the adversary makes her coloring assignments on-line, and can without harm reveal those decisions following the algorithm's answer. When given the advantage of this extra information, there is a simple effective algorithm strategy: Allocate bins for every nonempty subset of [k] , and assign the current vertex to the bin whose hue is a maximal subset of the vertex hue. This ensures that no more than 2~-1 bins are used, and in fact k2k-1 vertices are required for all of them to be used.
This can be matched precisely, obtaining a minimax value for the game, if, in the deterministic construction, the adversary selects any mintmal hue (no longer restricting herself to k/2-sets) unoccupied by a bin. The details can be found in [6] .
[did(p,
The strong lower bound for the transparent adversary obtained here is in stark contrast with its ineffecand tiveness for other problems. As we have argued, the Pr[dist(p, C)~k/4] < 1.0434-~t ight bound on the performance ratio of 3-coloring algorithms is only 7, far from the (nevertheless weak) known
Proof.
We claim that lower bound of Q(log2 n) [13] . Similarly, for the k-server and conjectured upper bound, of k for the usual model.
This implies the second inequality, using Stirling's approximation, and the first inequality by a more detailed inspection. To see that this claim holds, let C' be the elements of C whose size is at least k/2 -t. Each set in Cl is a subset of at most (~~~~t) sets of size k/2. Hence,
..-,-, the probabilities of each element of C'. But none of the elements of C -C' affect these probabilities, since they are two far away from p. Hence the claim and the lemma. m Consider the graph constructed above. The probability that a node makes progress is at least the rat io of dist to the number of available colors, or dist "4 -1/2 Hence, the expected HUECOUNT .Wsm-w at least n/2, by linearity of expectation. Since each bin can contain only k/2 colors (that we account for), the algorithm uses at least expected n/k bins. Since n = 2k14, we have that k = 4 log n, and the performance ratio is at least n/k2 = n/16 log2 n. n
Blocked input.
One of the caveat of computing on-line is that an answer is often proved wrong or ineffective almost immediately after it's uttered. One hope would be that if just a little bit was known about what's coming up on the horizon, far better decisions could be made. No such luck. We can show that even if "a lot" of the near future is visible, the results would still be the same.
Consider randomized coloring with the input presented in blocks of size O (k2).
As the adversary, we shall present a block of size k/8 . k/16, connected to nodes in previous blocks as in the previous section, and internally connected as a Tur&n graph of k/16 disjoint cliques of size k/8 each.
More precisely, define the adjacencies as follows. of the nodes will make progress, with high probability.
Proof
We must show that a constant fraction of the initially available colors will indeed make progress. The number of colors available is the initial k/2 figure, the size of the vertex hue, less the number of colors used by other vertices in the same clique, which is no more than k/8 -1. The colors that will not make progress are those in the bin the vertex was assigned to; with high probability y, at most k/4 colors were there at the beginning of the lookahead block by the preceding combinatorial lemma, and at most k/16 -1 vertices have been added to the bin during the current block. Combined, at least k/2 -(k/8 -1) -k/4 -(k/16 -1) = k/16 + 2 out of the k/2 candidate colors will make progress. Hence, with a probability at least 1/8, a randomly chosen color will make progress. E Using the arguments from the proof of theorem 3.2, it follows from the above claim that the lower bound for the performance ratio holds within a constant factor. Notice that in our construction k = O(log n), hence the bound holds even if we measure the block size in terms of n (since a witness is sufficient to establish a lower bound). This is the best possible, since there is a simple deterministic method to take advantage of blocks of larger size. By off-line coloring each block of size 1 optimally (possibly using exponential time), we use no more than x(G) . [n/~colors, for a performance ratio of n/L Our lower bound matches this for any 1 = Q(logz n), within a constant, simply by padding each input block (adding 1 -k2/128 dummy vertices). Hence, in this problem, the value of blocked input is a threshold function.
Similar threshold-like behaviour has been shown for the on-line problems of bipartite matching [9] and coloring inductive graphs [7] . an input buffer is more powerful than lookahead. Also, we can always simulate lookahead with blocked input by doubling the block size: follow every block of "real" input, with an equivalent amount dummy input.
We can also deal with input buffers effectively. Construct blocks twice the size of the buffer; at least one bufferful (or a half blockful) must be answered before the end of the block. Since in our argument all requests are equally "hard", the bound holds within a factor of two. It is not clear that such is the caeefor every on-line problem.
4.4
Recoloring.
One suggested alternative to lookahead is to allow the algorithm to "recolor" a portion of the nodes, i.e. to independently reassign them bins at some point in the coloring process. This would be useful if few nodes were the cause of a poor coloring while overall the online coloring was reasonable. It is not too hard to see that our argument is not affected much by allowing for significant amount of recoloring. Essentially, we can make progress on all nodes that are not recolored, hence the lower bound holds within a constant factor unless almost all, n -o(n), of the vertices are recolored.
4.5
Preprocessing: sorted by degree.
One hope for a more effective on-line algorithm would be to pm-massage the input into a pliable ordering. The most natural ordering criterias for graphs are those based on the degrees of the vertices. Such strategies have been extensively evaluated both experimentally and analytically in association with the ubiquitous, inherently on-line First-Fit coloring algorithm (e.g. [12] ). We can easily circumvent any such attempt by fixing up the graphs we construct by making them regular (all vertices with same degree). We can do so by padding the input at the end (here it helps that we need not hide the length of the input from the algorithm). With n/(k -1) extra vertices for each of the k colors, each original vertex can then be made adjacent to up to n new vertices without destroying the k-colorability property.
The randomized constructions can do with even less padding, due to the highly convergent nature of random selection. 4 One open possibility is to allow the adversary to select the input, but reorder it randomly before processing it on-line.
